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In mechanical deformation of crystalline materials, the critical re-
solved shear stress (CRSS; τCRSS) is the stress required to initiate
movement of dislocations on a specific plane. In plastically aniso-
tropic materials, such as Mg, τCRSS for different slip systems differs
greatly, leading to relatively poor ductility and formability. How-
ever, τCRSS for all slip systems increases as the physical dimension
of the sample decreases to approach eventually the ideal shear
stresses of a material, which are much less anisotropic. Therefore,
as the size of a sample gets smaller, the yield stress increases and
τCRSS anisotropy decreases. Here, we use in situ transmission elec-
tron microscopy mechanical testing and atomistic simulations to
demonstrate that τCRSS anisotropy can be significantly reduced in
nanoscale Mg single crystals, where extremely high stresses (∼2
GPa) activate multiple deformation modes, resulting in a change
from basal slip-dominated plasticity to a more homogeneous plas-
ticity. Consequently, an abrupt and dramatic size-induced “brittle-
to-ductile” transition occurs around 100 nm. This nanoscale change
in the CRSS anisotropy demonstrates the powerful effect of size-
related deformation mechanisms and should be a general feature
in plastically anisotropic materials.
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Strength and ductility are critical performance indicators of
materials; in metals, both are associated with the activities of

line defects in the crystalline lattice, called dislocation plasticity.
Ductility is accomplished by the distributed and uniform multi-
plication and propagation of dislocations, whereas strengthening
is often achieved by hindering their motion. Strength and duc-
tility are fundamentally linked in materials, and a mechanism to
improve one almost always leads to a decrease in the other (1, 2).
How to achieve both high strength and high ductility is still
a challenge of great importance in structural materials. Recent
work has demonstrated that it is possible to improve both
strength and ductility simultaneously, but this has mostly been
limited to systems with ultrafine microstructures, such as nano-
twinned Cu or twinning-induced plasticity steels (3, 4).
As the lightest structural metal, Mg suffers from limited room

temperature ductility and formability due to the highly aniso-
tropic critical resolved shear stress (CRSS; τCRSS) of the differ-
ent slip systems (5). In Mg, which has a hexagonal close-packed
structure, the τCRSS for nonbasal (prismatic and/or pyramidal)
slip is ∼102 τCRSS for basal slip (6, 7). Such an extreme plastic
anisotropy of A≡ τnonbasalCRSS =τbasalCRSS ∼ 102 makes nonbasal slip very
difficult to trigger. Without nonbasal slip or twinning (8), basal
slip alone cannot accommodate arbitrary shape changes, and
excessive basal slip in combination with unrelaxed tensile stresses
in the plane-normal direction leads to spatially localized damage
and rapid failure. Thus, a materials design strategy could be to
enhance τbasalCRSSðDÞ greatly, where D is some tunable chemical or
structural parameter, without increasing τnonbasalCRSS ðDÞ by the
same proportion, which will lead to a reduced A(D) ≡
AðDÞ≡ τnonbasalCRSS =τbasalCRSS that should give rise to latent hardening
and more homogeneous plastic flow. In this regard, we are

encouraged by the theoretical prediction that ideal shear
strengths [theoretical upper bound to CRSS (9)] of Mg are far
less anisotropic, with an anisotropy ratio of ∼2 as determined
from our first-principles calculations (detailed in SI Text).
Broadly speaking, the tradeoffs between strength and ductility
are well recognized in the materials science community (10,
11), so enhancing ductility by increasing both τbasalCRSSðDÞ and
τnonbasalCRSS ðDÞ may sound counterintuitive. Here, we show that
this strategy can indeed work and that the plastic anisotropy
ratio, A(D), is an essential quantity that can be engineered
by nanostructuring.
The parameter D we choose to investigate experimentally is

the size of a single crystal domain. As illustrated in Fig. 1A,
according to the well established “smaller is stronger” trend (12–
14), τbasalCRSSðDÞ and τnonbasalCRSS ðDÞ should both increase with de-
creasing D. However, because τbasalCRSSðDÞ and τnonbasalCRSS ðDÞ have
upper bounds at their respective ideal shear strengths (9) at
small D, an anisotropy ratio of ∼100 is simply unsustainable. As
such, A(D) is predicted to decrease gradually from ∼100 to ∼2,
which should facilitate more stable and homogeneous plastic
flow due to interactions between more dislocation slip systems in
three dimensions (i.e., latent hardening). Generally, τCRSS ∼
βGb/L + τ0, where L is the dislocation free-arm length, β is di-
mensionless quantity ∼1, G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers
vector, and τ0 is the lattice friction (15, 16). Considering the
dislocation free-arm length in coarse-grained materials is usually
on the order of 10−6 m, the value of βGb/L is roughly several
megapascals; thus, the huge difference between the τCRSS for
basal and nonbasal slip is mainly determined by the anisotropic
lattice friction stress τ0. This has been evidenced by previous
experiments and simulations, which showed τ0-basal ≈10−2

τ0-nonbasal (17–19). Interestingly, as the grain size/sample size
decreases to the same order as the dislocation free-arm length,
L will become directly regulated by D so that L ∝ Dα, where α is
a positive exponent. As grain/sample size becomes nanoscale, the
value of βGb/L will be 102–103 times larger, and then τCRSS will
no longer be determined by τ0 but by the sample dimension (20).
It is also of note that the Hall–Petch scaling τCRSS ∼ kDa−α + τ0 can-
not stay true for very small values ofD because τCRSS is limited by
the ideal shear strength, when homogeneous dislocation nucle-
ation can occur even at a temperature of 0 K (21, 22). With this
physical context and the related boundary conditions for theA(D)
function,we expect amore isotropic andhomogeneous plasticflow
with dimensional refinement and strength elevation.
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Results
Here, we use quantitative in situ transmission EM (TEM) tensile
tests on single crystal Mg samples with different sample sizes to
probe directly the nanoscale size effect on the plastic anisotropy.
We investigated samples that were prepared by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling, followed by low-energy Ar+ cleaning. All the
experiments presented here were performed on pure Mg single
crystals loaded in tension along an axis 45° from the basal plane,
which is schematically shown in Fig. 1B (Inset). This orientation
was chosen specifically to favor basal slip. The sample sizes
ranged from ∼850 nm to 80 nm. The possible Ga+ contamination
from the FIB process was analyzed before mechanical testing by
high-resolution TEM characterization. The results show that the
thickness of the surface damage layer resulting from the milling
is about 2 nm (details are provided in SI Text). The detailed
experimental process is described in SI Text as well, including
examples of the initial dislocation structure (Fig. S1), where it
can be seen that the size of the sample inherently limits the
length of the dislocations. This method offers several advantages:
(i) the crystal orientation can be well defined to benefit a certain
slip system, and more clear analysis and comparison can be
achieved; (ii) the dimension is the only tunable parameter (no
grain boundaries or constraint from neighboring grains) and can
be well controlled to regulate the length of the dislocations; (iii)
the in situ TEM technique can provide a direct relation be-
tween the microstructural evolution and the mechanical re-
sponse of a sample; and (iv) because we eliminated the texture
effect and grain boundary effect, the fundamental mechanism
can be directly assigned to the intrinsic size effect. The same

results were reproduced in nanocompression tests on Mg nano-
particles (no FIB damage) and in molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, which verified the intrinsic nature of this nanoscale
size effect.
Fig. 1B shows a comparison between typical stress–strain

curves from different sample sizes. Special attention should be
paid to the samples smaller than 100 nm, where ultrahigh yield
stresses and significantly larger values of failure strain are ob-
served. In addition, when calculated as true stress (shown in SI
Text), the extended elongation in samples smaller than 100 nm
actually demonstrates work hardening (shown in Fig. S2). The
relation between size and strength is plotted in Fig. 1C (here, we
define the yield strength as the stress at which the first deviation
from linearity is found in the stress–strain curve). The curve first
shows a power law relation, where the exponent α is around 1,
until about ∼100 nm, where the yield strength saturates at
around 2 GPa. For comparison, we have used ab initio calcu-
lations to find the theoretical tensile strength of Mg in the tested
orientation to be ∼3.6 GPa (details are provided in SI Text),
indicating that over half of the theoretical strength was achieved
experimentally. Coincident with the plateau in strength, there is
a significant transition in the elongation to failure, as shown in
Fig. 1D. The values of fracture strain suddenly jump to over
∼10% when the sample size is reduced to ∼100 nm and reach
almost 30% in specific cases, compared with 4% in larger sam-
ples. The scatter in the data might be partly due to the difficulty
in precisely controlling the aspect ratio at the nanoscale. How-
ever, it is worth noting that the uniform elongation before
necking should be independent of the aspect ratio. Therefore, we
calculated the true stress–strain value (details are provided in SI
Text) and plotted the uniform elongation with size (Fig. 1D),
where the same trend of transition was observed. The corre-
sponding deformation mechanisms that are responsible for the
size-related mechanical behavior are described below.
The largest samples demonstrate work hardening and necking

behavior as shown in Fig. 1B and Fig. 2 A and B. The strength
was higher than the bulk counterpart due to the limited sources

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the concept of reducing the CRSS
anisotropy by decreasing the size scale. (B) Typical stress–strain curves of
samples with different sizes. In addition to the “smaller is stronger” trend,
the samples with extremely small size show a dramatically longer plastic
stage. (Inset) Crystallography and loading condition are shown. (C) Plot of
yield strength vs. the inverse of the sample gauge size d−1, the power law
regime, and the stress saturation regime, respectively, can be seen. (D) Plot
of fracture strain and uniform elongation before necking vs. sample gauge
size d showing a significant transition in plasticity when the sample size
approaches ∼100 nm.

Fig. 2. (A) Dark field images showing the necking and failure in a sample
with size ∼800 nm, g = [10-12]. g, reciprocal lattice vector. (B) Bright field
image of a deformed sample with a size of ∼600 nm, where necking first
happens at one place marked with red arrows and fracture occurs at another
position. Dark field images (C and D) and bright field image (E) of a sample
with a size of ∼200 nm before deformation, during plastic deformation, and
after fracture, respectively. Beam direction = [4-2-23].
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in the confined volume. As the sample size was decreased to
between ∼200 and ∼400 nm, the ductility became dramatically
limited. Dislocation activities were much more localized (shown
in Fig. 2 C and D), and failure occurred at ∼3–4% engineering
strain due to localized shear along the basal plane, as shown in
Fig. 2E. So, although significant size strengthening was achieved
around 200–400 nm, the plastic anisotropy, A(D), remained large
and the higher stresses led to rapid shear localization and poor
ductility. Detailed analysis and the related movies (Movies S1–
S3) are presented.
As the sample size was reduced to below ∼100 nm, there was

a remarkable shift in deformation behavior seen both from the
stress–strain curves (Fig. 1B) and the in situ observations (Fig. 3).
The stress vs. strain behavior shows an extremely long plastic
stage with flow stresses close to ∼2 GPa (and strain hardening
when considering the true stress; SI Text). We must emphasize
that the 2-GPa stress here should be compared with local stress
instead of the global stress in polycrystalline materials. Com-
paring samples before and after the tests shows significant
elongation and reduction in cross-sectional area (an example is
given in Fig. 3A and Movie S4). Fig. 3B and Movie S5 show an
example of the motion of a <c + a> dislocation with a Burgers
vector along ½1123=1213�, even though basal slip is strongly fa-
vored in this orientation (details of dislocation analysis are
shown in Fig. S3). Compared with the easy glide of basal dis-
locations, the low mobility observed in the <c + a> dislocation
during its pinning/depinning motion indicates stronger disloca-
tion interactions and a greater likelihood of the crystal main-
taining a high dislocation density during deformation. This effect
would lead to a stronger dislocation interaction, creating plastic

strain along both the <a> and <c> directions, and would explain
the high ductility observed in this size regime. However, it is also
possible to observe nonbasal slip in larger samples, as illustrated
by previous studies (5, 23–25). Therefore, the critical mechanism
for the improved ductility in the small size regime should be not
only the activation of nonbasal slip but the relative amount of the
nonbasal contribution to plastic strain. To illustrate this further,
we investigated the slip steps at the surface of deformed samples
in the small size regime; a typical high-resolution TEM image is
shown in Fig. 3C. The related diffraction pattern and the crys-
tallography viewed from this direction are shown schemat-
ically in the lower part in Fig. 3C, with detailed trace analysis
described in SI Text. Importantly, it was observed that nonbasal
slip steps, including both <c> and <c + a> slip, were found in
similar amounts as basal slip. Consistent with the transition in
plastic behavior in this size regime, the fracture surfaces changed
to a “cup-cone” shape as shown in Fig. 3D, compared with the
pure shear localization on the basal plane seen in the larger
samples. All these observations lead one to conclude that the
τCRSS anisotropy must be significantly reduced at sample sizes
below 100 nm so that a full complement of slip systems, including
the critically important <c + a> dislocations, is activated and
significantly contributes to the plastic deformation, leading to
ultrahigh strength and ductility.
To clarify further the influence of FIB damage on the results

from the tensile samples, we also performed in situ TEM com-
pression tests on FIB-free Mg nanoparticles with different sizes
but of similar orientation to the tensile samples. The Mg nano-
particles were produced by a dc arc plasma method, and their

Fig. 3. (A) Bright field images captured from the movie of an in situ tensile
test showing the large elongation and reduction in area in a sample with
a size of ∼100 nm. (Upper) Initial image of the sample is shown. (B) Images
captured from the movie of a ∼90-nm sample showing the motion of a <c +
a> dislocation. (C) High-resolution TEM image of the slip steps at the surface
of a deformed sample with a size of ∼90 nm; beam direction = [10-10]. The
directions for basal, prismatic (<c> slip), and pyramidal slips are all marked.
The lower image shows the related crystallography and the related fast
Fourier transform diffraction pattern for references. (D) Cone-shaped frac-
ture surface in a sample with a size of ∼100 nm. Beam direction = [4-2-23]. A
<c + a> dislocation remained in the deformed sample.

Fig. 4. (A) SEM image of Mg nanoparticles. (B) Load-displacement curves of
a relatively large Mg nanoparticle (∼400-nm diameter) compression (Left)
and a small Mg nanoparticle (∼100-nm diameter) compression (Right). (C)
TEM images of the large particle and small particle before and after the in
situ compression test. Localized shear occurred in the large particle, whereas
the smaller particle deformed more homogeneously. With g = [0002], only
<c + a> dislocations were visible, demonstrating the increase in <c + a>
dislocation activity in the smaller particle. BD, beam direction.
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sizes ranged from 700 to 50 nm (26) as shown in the SEM im-
age in Fig. 4A. Details of the compression method have been
described previously (27). Fig. 4B shows the load-displacement
curves of compressing a relatively large particle and a small
particle, and Fig. 4C displays the TEM images for a large particle
and a small particle before and after compression, respectively.
From the mechanical data, in situ movies (Movies S6 and S7),
and diffraction analysis, it was clear that the large particles (∼400
nm) mainly deformed by means of the localized shear along the
basal planes, which generated significant strain bursts and a cat-
astrophic load drop on the mechanical curve. On the other hand,
the smaller particles (∼100 nm) deformed through more ho-
mogeneous dislocation activity that resulted in more continuous
plastic flow. The dislocation analysis in the deformed particles
revealed a large number of <c + a> dislocations; no localized
shear and strain bursts occurred in these particles. The strong
activity of nonbasal slip in smaller particles indicated the sig-
nificant reduction of CRSS anisotropy, which was consistent with
the tensile results above.

Discussion
The proposed mechanism for the enhanced ductility also agrees
well with our results from computational simulations. First, our
generalized stacking fault (GSF) γ(x) calculations (Fig. 5A) show
that maximum dγ/dx values (2.57 GPa for full basal and 1.30 GPa
for partial basal and 1.99 GPa and 2.62 GPa for prismatic and
pyramidal, respectively), which are good approximations of ideal
shear strengths, are comparable with the ∼2-GPa tensile yield
stress observed in samples smaller than 100 nm, which indicates
that it is energetically possible for the applied stress to overcome
the dislocation nucleation barriers of all these slip systems.
In addition to the energetic considerations, we investigated the

dynamical behavior of dislocations by performing a series of MD
simulations of tensile tests on Mg nanostructures with the same
orientation as in the experiments (details are provided in SI Text
and Figs. S4–S9). As can be seen in Fig. 5B, the simulation results
are consistent with the experimental results, including the size-
independent stress saturation and the high-level flow stresses
achieved. Detailed analysis of the simulations reveals the nu-
cleation of multiple types of dislocations even though the crystal
orientation heavily favors basal slip (Fig. 5C and Movie S8) and
also cross-slip from the basal plane to the prismatic plane. As
shown in Fig. 5D, before eventually slipping out of the samples,
different types of dislocations can interact with each other and
temporarily increase the dislocation density, contributing to the
plastic strain while preserving the flow stress. Another critical
factor for combined ultrahigh strength and ductility is the dis-
persed nucleation in the smallest size regime (one example is
shown in Movie S9), which facilitates more uniform deformation.
From the experimental and simulation results, it can be con-
cluded that the extremely high strength in the smallest samples
can “turn on” dislocation behavior that is uncommon in bulk
materials, including surface nucleation, cross-slip, and <c + a>
slip, all of which strongly enhance the ductility by the reduction
of plastic anisotropy. An increase in ductility at small size scales
has been proposed for brittle materials, where energetic scaling
laws are used to analyze fracture (28). However, in our case, the
scaling of fracture does not seem to be the dominant effect,
because the extensive plastic deformation we observe before
planar localization would alter these energetic scaling laws so
that the simple size scaling of a planar fracture criterion cannot
be applied here.
Our rationale and strategy to engineer A(D) should be quite

general for high plastically anisotropic materials. Internal di-
mension refinement is one practical method for limiting the
dislocation length, L, which should enhance CRSS levels and
suppress A(D). We believe that boundaries would also be an
effective way to engineer A(D) because of two special features.
First, stress concentrations near boundaries result in much
higher local stresses compared with the global stress, so it is
possible to achieve the critical stress required to reduce de-
formation anisotropy; this phenomenon is more significant in
nanocrystalline materials (29). Second, because of variations in
atomic arrangement, grain boundaries can act as preferred
sources for the nucleation and emission of dislocations (30, 31).
It has been reported that Mg alloys processed by equal channel
angular processing or hot rolling for grain refinement exhibit not
only higher yield stresses but larger elongations at room tem-
perature (32–34). However, conflicting results have also been
reported mainly due to the texture characteristics and compli-
cation of deformation twinning (35, 36). By eliminating the
complicating effects of grain boundaries and compatibility from
neighboring grain orientations, our in situ TEM experiments
revealed the intrinsic size dependence of plastic anisotropy and
offered clear evidence that it is indeed possible to achieve both
high strength and high ductility by tuning the external dimen-
sions of the sample. The result is that the τCRSS(D) for basal and
nonbasal slip can be on the same order in confined dimensions
even though they are strongly anisotropic at larger sizes. Pre-
sumably, the critical dimension for this effect to manifest is
material-dependent and sensitive to the chemical composition
and GSF energy.
It is worth noting that the yield strength saturated when the

transition occurred at 100 nm, with the stress value close to the
ideal strength. The high strengths and shorter dislocation lengths
can help to turn on alternative slip behavior that is not common in
bulk materials (37, 38). In essence, small dimensions lead to high
strengths that can activate secondary deformation mechanisms
that make the deformation more uniform by promoting latent
hardening and dislocation storage, leading to high ductility. More

Fig. 5. (A) Generalized stacking fault energy curves for different slip sys-
tems. The maximum jdγ/dxj is obtained by numerical derivations of γ(x). For
the unsymmetrical pyramidal γ(x), the max jdγ/dxj depends on slip direction,
and we choose the direction with the lower jdγ/dxj. (B) Typical stress–strain
curves from MD simulations of several samples, whose basal plane is 45° off
the tensile axis (detailed sample configurations and orientations are pro-
vided in SI Text). All samples can reach 20% strain by dislocation plasticity,
except for type A, which resulted in a twin event at 10% strain. (C) A 20 × 20 ×
60-nm3 sample after 20% strain, which shows slip on different types of
planes and obvious necking. Here, the different colors refer to different
coordination numbers, so that the tracks of dislocations on the surface can
be observed clearly. (D) Interaction of basal and nonbasal dislocations inside
the MD sample of C. Only atoms with coordination numbers that are not
perfect are shown.
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broadly, we have revealed the size dependence of plastic anisot-
ropy and the intrinsic nanoscale size effect of the reduction in
plastic anisotropy to show that high strengths can be beneficial for
ductility and formability in plastically anisotropic materials.

Materials and Methods
Single crystal Mg and Mg nanoparticles are tested under tension and com-
pression, respectively. The crystal orientations of each are chosen to favor
basal slip. Detailed materials and methods are described in SI Text, including

dislocation analysis, deformation characteristics, trace analysis of the slip
steps, and details of the density functional theory and MD calculations.
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1. Experimental Methods and Dislocation Analysis in
Undeformed Samples with Different Sizes
All the experiments presented here were performed on a 99.999%
pure Mg single crystal loaded along a direction 45° from the basal
plane. For a conventional bulk counterpart, basal slip is domi-
nant (1).
Submicron-sized tension specimens were fabricated with an

FEI Strata 235 Dual Beam focused ion beam (FIB). The tensile
samples were fabricated to be 80–900 nm wide with a thickness
similar to the value of the width. To mitigate any effects from
FIB damage, all samples were further milled with a Fischione
1040 NanoMill with a low-energy (1–2 kV) Ar+ source. Low-
energy ion beam cleaning was used to remove the damage layer
induced by FIB. Fig. S1 shows the high-resolution transmission
EM (HRTEM) images of a tensile sample before the test. The
surface-damaged layer observed is thinner than 2 nm. The Mg
lattice is well aligned even in the region that is close to the
surface, as shown in Fig. S1A. The in situ TEM uniaxial tensile
tests were performed with a JEOL 3010 transmission electron
microscope with a Hysitron Picoindenter, similar to previous
studies (2). The diamond tensile tips were fabricated by FIB. All
the tests were conducted under displacement control mode with
strain rate of about 1 × 10−3 per second to 8 × 10−4 per second.
After the in situ tensile tests, the sample was further thinned
down for HRTEM imaging with a 1-kV Ar+ ion beam. The
HRTEM study was performed with a Philips CM300FEG
transmission electron microscope at 300 kV and an FEI Technai
F20 microscope at 200 kV. Fig. S1 B–D shows the original dis-
location structures in samples with different sizes.

2. True Stress Example
To demonstrate that strain hardening is observed in the smallest
samples, Fig. S2 shows Fig. 1B with the true stress values cal-
culated periodically for the 90-nm sample. The true stress was
calculated by measuring the instantaneous contact area (as-
suming constant thickness) from the video of each experiment,
respectively. Uniform elongation corresponds to the strain up to
plastic instability (necking).

3. Deformation Behavior of Larger Samples
The largest samples demonstrate “bulk-like” strain-hardening
behavior in their stress–strain curve as well as in their in situ
deformation behavior. Combining the mechanical data (one
example is shown in the stress–strain curve of the 800-nm sample
in Fig. 1B and Movie S1), it can be clearly seen that dislocation
activities initialized after a short elastic stage and then operated
in the whole-gauge section, contributing to continuous strain
hardening. Plastic instability was reached at ∼500 MPa, at which
point the sample necked and shortly ran to failure. The image in
Fig. 2A shows a typical fracture event in this general size regime,
where rough fracture surfaces can be seen. These phenomena
indicate that 3D dislocation activities were present; dislocation
multiplication and interaction still dominated the plastic de-
formation in this size regime, however. When the sample size
was decreased to about 600 nm, the mechanical behavior was
generally the same as in the larger samples, demonstrating
hardening and necking. However, with presumably fewer pre-
existing dislocations than in the larger samples, we found that
the necking may take place in more than one location (Fig. 2B
and Movie S2), indicating the effect of the exhausting hard-

ening. The strength of materials increased with decreasing size
in this regime.
As sample sizes decrease to between ∼200 nm and ∼400 nm,

the number of preexisting dislocations decreases and less plas-
ticity can be seen. The related stress–strain curves are usually
composed of a long elastic stage and a short strain-hardening
stage; from the related movies (Movie S3, for one example),
dislocation activities were much more localized, followed by
fracture (shown in Fig. 2 C–E), which happened at ∼3–4% en-
gineering strain. The fracture surfaces in this size regime become
much flatter and are precisely situated at ∼45° from the tensile
direction. This is believed to be mainly due to the shear locali-
zation by localized 2D dislocation activities, where a dislocation
source operates on certain nearby crystal planes (basal planes in
our tests), generating numbers of dislocations with the same
type. These dislocations quickly slip out and produce appreciable
shear along the direction of sliding, resulting in fracture along
the basal planes. Due to the limited elongation, single disloca-
tion movement is hard to capture. As the sample size further
decreases, the hardening region becomes shorter or even un-
detectable, such as the 150-nm curve shown in Fig. 1B.

4. G·b Analysis on the Dislocations in a Deformed Sample
with Size ∼100 nm
Beam direction (BD) values of [01-11] and [01-12] were used in
this G·b analysis. The dislocation was visible under g (reciprocal
lattice vector) = [−1,011], [1-101], [2-1-10], and [01-1-1], as
shown in Fig. S3. Thus, the Burgers vector of the dislocation will
be of c + a type with b either [11-2-3] or [-12-13].

5. Trace Analysis of the Slip Steps
Related to Fig. 3C, the plane on which we labeled “basal slip” is
perpendicular to the connection between [0000] and [0002] re-
flection spots. The 2D projected morphology of the steps can be
clearly seen, and the orientations of these slip steps were ana-
lyzed by trace analysis. Slip steps on the basal plane can be seen
perpendicular to the direction of the [0002] reflection. Many
other slip steps are seen at angles that would represent pyra-
midal and prismatic slip. Some of them are rotated nearly 90°
from the basal slip and perpendicular to the line between [000]
and the [1-210] reflection spot, so that they are labeled as pris-
matic slip. The angle between some other steps and the line
between [0000] and the [1-212] reflection spot are about 79–82°,
which most likely corresponds to pyramidal slip.

6. Density Functional Theory Calculation of Ideal Strength
of Mg
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (3). All the cal-
culations were performed in a non–spin-polarized condition, and
two different types of pseudopotentials were applied: One is the
projector augmented wave (PAW) method with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (4, 5),
and the other is ultrasoft (6) pseudopotential with the general-
ized gradient approximation functional (GGA) (7). Monkhorst–
Pack k-point grids for the Brillouin-zone integration were ap-
plied with a k-point density higher than 18 per angstrom along
each periodic direction in reciprocal space. Partial occupancies
of eigenstates were determined by a first-order Methfessel–
Paxton smearing of σ = 0.2 eV. The cutoff energy for the plane
wave basis was 400 eV. The relaxed shear stress–strain relation
of Mg on the basal plane along the [11-20] direction is calculated
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and plotted in Fig. S4. It shows that the ideal shear stress under
such orientation is ∼1.8 GPa. If we assume the Schmid factor is
0.5 in our tensile tests, the ideal tensile stress should be ∼3.6
GPa.

7. DFT Calculation of Generalized Stacking Fault of Mg
We performed DFT calculations to obtain generalized stacking
fault (GSF) energy surfaces of Mg. The calculation methods and
parameters were the same as those in the DFT calculation of Mg
ideal strength (PAW-PBE potential with cutoff energy equal to
210 eV), except that different supercell configurations were used
(Fig. S5). Here, three typical slip systems were investigated:
{0001}<11-20> (basal), {1-100}<11-20> (prismatic), and {11-
22}<11-2-3> (pyramidal). The supercells were constructed by
(1 × 1) periodicity of the slip plane with the x axis along the
Burgers vector and the y axis perpendicular to it; along the z axis,
there were 16 layers of slabs (20 layers for pyramidal) plus a 13-Å
vacuum. Thus, there were 32 atoms for basal/prismatic supercells
and 40 atoms for pyramidal supercells. For basal/prismatic su-
percells, 16 × 10 × 1 k-point grids were used, and for pyramidal
supercells, 9 × 10 × 1 k-point grids were used. During GSF
calculations, a fault vector x was applied by shifting the top half
of supercells rigidly along the Burgers vector (x axis). In addition,
GSF energies of partial basal dislocation were investigated by
shifting along the <1-100> direction (y axis) for basal slip su-
percells. Under these fault vectors, DFT calculations were per-
formed by relaxing all atoms only along the z axis. GSF results
were obtained as follows:

γðxÞ= ðEðxÞ �   E0Þ=A:

Here, γ(x) is GSF energy for fault vector x; E(x) and E0 are the
energy of a supercell with fault vector x and a supercell with
a perfect lattice, respectively; and A is the area of the slip plane.
The results are shown in Fig. 5A. Finally, to evaluate the ideal
shear strengths for different slip systems, the maximum slope of
γ(x) (jdγ/dxj) is obtained by taking numerical derivations of poly-
nomial fitted curves of γ(x). For the unsymmetrical pyramidal
γ(x), the max jdγ/dxj depends on slip direction, and we choose
the direction with the lower jdγ/dxj. Fig. S6 also shows the full
GSF on prismatic and pyramidal planes, which confirms that the
easiest slip is along the <11-20> and <11-23> directions on the
{1-100} and {11-22} planes, respectively, without partial dislo-
cations.

8. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Tensile Tests of Mg
Nanowires
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed by large-
scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)
to investigate the deformation mechanism in tensile tests of Mg
single crystals along a direction 45° to the basal plane. embedded
atom method (EAM) interatomic potential for Mg was applied
(8). The rectangular-shaped samples with a periodic boundary
condition along the z axis were made according to two different
orientations of MD samples, as shown in Fig. S7. For each ori-
entation, two different sizes (10 × 10 nm2 and 20 × 20 nm2) were
applied to check the size effects. All the tensile tests were per-
formed at a temperature of 300 K, and MD relaxation of 1 ns
under 300 K was performed before each tensile test. The strain
rate was 2 × 107 s−1, and the maximum strain was 0.2. Finally, to
illustrate clearly the dislocation activities, 50 steps of conjugate
gradient minimization were performed for each output atomic
configuration, which would eliminate the changes of atomic co-
ordination number due to local thermal fluctuation but would
not change the structures of dislocations.

The stress–strain results are shown in Fig. S8. After yielding,
each sample can reach a strain of 0.2 without failure facilitated
by continuously surface-nucleated dislocations, which would
quickly slip out of the samples. The only exception is the 10 ×
10-nm2 sample with type A orientation, where twin nucleation
occurred when the strain reached 0.1; thus, we did not plot the
stress after 0.1 strain. As can be seen in Fig. S8, the simulation
results are remarkably similar to the experiment results in
a number of ways:

i) Young’s modulus under such orientation is 37.4 GPa, and
the experiment value is ∼40 GPa.

ii) The yielding corresponds to the first nucleation of disloca-
tion from the corner of surfaces in simulations, which hap-
pens at ∼1.8 GPa, followed by a load drop, compared with
the experiment results, which give an average yield stress of
∼2 GPa.

iii) The yield stress saturated in our experimental samples with
a size ≤100 nm and in MD samples. This is consistent with
previous theoretical studies that showed the weak size de-
pendence of the stress for surface nucleation of disloca-
tions (9, 10).

iv) The flow stress can almost stay at an ultrahigh level, close
to that of yield stress.

The atomic configurations of samples after deformation are
shown in Fig. S9.
Two tendencies can be generalized based on these samples.

First, both basal and nonbasal slip systems can be activated in
most cases, and their interactions can increase the strength and
ductility of samples in real tensile tests (dislocation nucleation
and interactions during the whole tensile test are clearly shown in
Movie S8). As shown in Fig. S9, there are many tracks left by
dislocation lines that are not on the basal planes, especially those
under greater strain. Detailed analyses show that all these non-
basal dislocations in MD simulations are from prismatic slips. In
experiments, we indeed observed basal, prismatic, and pyramidal
slips. However, we have not observed pyramidal slip in MD
simulations, possibly because of the inaccuracy of classical MD
potential to describe <c + a> behaviors. Nevertheless, to show
the emergence of large amounts of prismatic slips in MD sim-
ulations successfully is still a critical step to demonstrate that
high stress can reduce deformation anisotropy, because prismatic
slip also has critical resolved shear stress ∼100-fold that of its
counterpart of basal slip, such that its strong activation was not
expected to occur frequently in bulk Mg under normal stress
conditions. We expect that pyramidal slip can also be observed
for the same reason with more accurate MD potential. Second,
smaller samples have more homogeneous distributions of dislo-
cation nucleation sites, resulting in more uniform deformation.
We can see dislocations nucleate from multiple places; especially
in smaller samples (Fig. S9 A and B), the distributions of dislo-
cation nucleation locations are more homogeneous than in
larger samples (Fig. S9 C and D). Especially for 10 × 10 × 30-
nm3 sample with type A orientation, there is only one partial
dislocation pair on the basal plane nucleated at each nucleation
site (Movie S9), and each basal dislocation nucleation corre-
sponds to each stress drop event in the stress–strain curve; thus,
it has the highest average flow stress, as shown in Fig. S8. In
conclusion, interactions of multiple slip systems and a homoge-
neous distribution of dislocation nucleation result in uniform
deformation, high flow stress, and ductile failure of very small
Mg samples. We can clearly see this trend in Fig. S8, which
suggests that 10 × 10-nm2 samples have a higher average flow
stress than 20 × 20-nm2 samples.
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Fig. S1. (A) HRTEM image taken from the region that is close to the edge of a prepared 100-nm sample. (B) HRTEM image taken from the edge of a prepared
sample. (C–E) Dark field images showing the dislocation structure before the tension tests in samples with a size of ∼600 nm, 200 nm, and 90 nm, respectively
(g = [−1,012]). C, Inset shows corresponding diffraction pattern. The smaller samples clearly show that the dislocation length is limited by the size of the
sample. BD, beam direction; g, reciprocal lattice vector.
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Fig. S2. The engineering strain–stress curves with the true stress for the 90-nm sample calculated, with the instantaneous contact area marked with red dots.
The Inset is the schematic of the sample orientation and loading condition.

Fig. S3. Dark field TEM images of a <c + a> dislocation under different g vectors. g, reciprocal lattice vector.
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Fig. S4. (A) Configuration of a supercell with six (0001) layers of Mg. Shear is applied along the [11-20] direction on the (0001) plane. (B) Relaxed shear stress–
strain relation of Mg calculated by a Vienna ab initio simulation package based on the supercell in A and two different pseudopotentials. US-GGA, ultrasoft
generalized gradient approximation.

Fig. S5. Supercell configurations for Mg GSF calculations. The basal (A), prismatic (B), and pyramidal (C) slip systems are shown. Colors of atoms mean co-
ordination number. Yellow means coordination number = 12 so that the atom is in the bulk; atoms with other colors are on the surfaces. All the atoms above
the dashed lines (slip plane) are shifted rigidly during GSF calculations.

Fig. S6. GSF of Mg on prismatic (A) and pyramidal (B) planes.
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Fig. S7. MD samples with two different types of orientations. In both samples, the basal plane has an angle of 45° with the tensile axis. (A) In type A, one <a>-
axis ([2-1-10]) has an angle of 45° with the tensile axis, so the corresponding slip system has the highest Schmid factor of 0.5. (B) In type B, one <a> axis ([2-1-
10]) has an angle of 90° with the tensile axis, so the corresponding slip system has a Schmid factor of 0. However, the other two a axes ([-12-10] and [-1-120])
have a Schmid factor smaller than 0.5.

Fig. S8. Stress–strain curves from MD samples with different types of orientations (as indicated in Fig. S7) and different sizes.

Fig. S9. (A–D) Atomic configurations of samples after deformation. Here, different colors mean different coordinate numbers, so the tracks of dislocation
lines on the surfaces can be observed clearly. Basal slips result in tracks on the surface along basal planes, and prismatic slips produce tracks on the surface
perpendicular to basal planes. (D) Cross-slip of <a> dislocations was also observed, as shown on the right side of this figure.
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Movie S1. In situ TEM tensile test of a sample with an 800-nm gauge section.

Movie S1

Movie S2. In situ TEM tensile test of a sample with a 600-nm gauge section.

Movie S2
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Movie S3. In situ TEM tensile test of a sample with a 280-nm gauge section.

Movie S3

Movie S4. In situ TEM tensile test of a sample with a 100-nm gauge section.

Movie S4
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Movie S5. Portion of an in situ TEM tensile test of a sample with a 90-nm gauge section showing the pinning/depinning of a <c + a> dislocation.

Movie S5

Movie S6. Large nanoparticle compression.

Movie S6
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Movie S7. Small nanoparticle compression.

Movie S7

Movie S8. Dislocation activities during the tensile test in a 20 × 20 × 60-nm3 sample with type A orientation (details of lattice orientation are shown in Fig. S7).
The different colors refer to different coordination numbers (CN). To illustrate clearly the dislocations inside the sample, only atoms with CN ≠ 12 are shown
and one {01-10} surface of the sample is also removed. The applied strain increased from 0 to 0.2, with a strain rate of 2 × 107 s−1 so that the total deformation
time was 10−8 s, and the atomic configuration was recorded for each 10−11 s. In this movie, we only show the configurations corresponding to stress drops
on the stress–strain curve (Fig. 4B) as strain increases, because there were no dislocation activities in other configurations. Because of the recording time step
(10−11 s), which is much larger than the MD time step (10−15 s), the movie does not contain all the dislocation activities during the MD simulations. Nevertheless,
it still shows nucleation, propagations, and interactions of different types of dislocations. For example, Fig. 4D is just a snapshot of this movie at 10th second
and Fig. 4C is the final snapshot of this movie with a different view angle.

Movie S8
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Movie S9. Dislocation nucleation at separate surface sites when stress drops at strain = 0.05 in a 10 × 10 × 30-nm3 sample with type A orientation. The setup
of atom color is the same as in Movie S6. The atomic configuration was recorded for each 5.0 × 10−13 s so that every dislocation nucleation event can be shown clearly.
In this movie, we can see that one pair of basal partial dislocations appears at the fifth second and another pair appears at the 22nd second at different sites.

Movie S9
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Four Closure

The Ca2+-binding protein calmodulin (CaM) is 
involved in the regulation of many membrane 
channels, but how it modulates permeability 
remains unclear. Reichow et al. have combined 
electron microscopy, structural modeling, mo-
lecular dynamics, and mutagenesis to study the 
interaction of the aquaporin AQP0 and CaM. 
Each monomer in the tetrameric AQP0 contains 
a water-conducting pore. Fitting crystal struc-
tures of the AQP0 tetramer and CaM into a 25 
Å electron microscopic reconstruction revealed 
that CaM bound to the C-terminal helices of 
adjacent AQP0 monomers. Initially, CaM binds 
to one helix, and its proximity to the neighbor-
ing monomer then allows it to capture the sec-
ond one. Molecular dynamics simu-
lations suggested that, although 
it only links two monomers, CaM 
restricts the dynamics of all four 

monomers in the tetramer. The constriction site 
CSII at the cytoplasmic vestibule of the channel 
has been proposed to gate access. Interest-
ingly, the AQP0 residues that were stabilized 
most by CaM mapped to the C-terminal helices, 
the base of the last transmembrane helix, and 
residues that form CSII. In AQP0, tetrameriza-
tion is not required for water permeability; 
however, these results show that its quaternary 
structure facilitates cooperative regulation, and 
the regulation of other membrane channels by 
CaM may rely on similar mechanisms. — VV
Nat. Struct. Mol. Biol. 20, 10.1038/nsmb.2630 (2013).

M A T E R I A L S  S C I E N C E 

Making Mg Magnifi cent 

When crystalline materials are stressed, defects 
in the crystal planes become mobile once a 
critical stress is reached. The stress required for 
movement of these dislocations along different 
slip planes can vary considerably, leading to 
poor ductility. Magnesium is an example of 

a material with an extreme anisotropy: The 
critical stress required for deformation along 
nonbasal planes is 100 times larger than along 
basal ones. Yu et al. postulated that even 
though materials are known to be stronger 
when they are smaller, there are upper bounds 
to this enhancement, so that the critical anisot-
ropy should decrease. They tested single-crystal 
Mg samples ranging from 850 to 80 nm in 
size inside a quantitative electron microscope. 
At sizes between 200 and 400 nm, signifi cant 
strengthening of the samples was seen, but the 
ductility remained poor. Below 100 nm, there 
was a shift in the deformation behavior. As the 
local fl ow stresses approached 2 GPa, there was 
increasing activation of the nonbasal planes, 
leading to a large amount of plastic deforma-
tion. These size effects could be employed to 

make better use of 
other high plastically 
anisotropic materi-
als. The use of grain 
boundaries could 
allow for larger overall 
samples, because the 
boundaries will act as 
stress concentrators 
and preferred sources 
for the nucleation 
and emission of 

dislocations, which is important during plastic 
deformation of a sample. — MSL

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 110, 13289 (2013).

A P P L I E D  P H Y S I C S 

Slowly Does It

The rise and fall of pitch of a passing police 
siren gives a familiar example of the Doppler 
effect. In such a case, the speed of the moving 
object is appreciable compared to the speed 
of sound, with fast-moving objects relatively 
easy to detect. The situation is somewhat more 
diffi cult for slow-moving objects, where the 
frequency shift can be very small. Detection 
typically requires complex interferometry. 
Bortolozzo et al. show that a slow light medium 
can be used to accentuate and detect tiny 
frequency shifts associated with slow-moving 
objects. Obviating the need for complex optics, 
they use a balanced detection scheme where 
they simply split a laser beam in two and 
measure the intensity difference between the 
two beams once they pass through the slow 
light medium. They can detect frequency shifts 
down to 1 µHz and suggest that the simple 
setup should allow for remote sensing of slow-
moving objects. — ISO

Opt. Lett. 38, 3107 (2013).
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